
The Picture of a Lifetime       by Felix Schrodinger 

 

[This was written before the days of digital photography!] 

 

Albert took up photography when he borrowed a camera to take some slides of the process at his works. 

Not often were the operators invited to give a talk about their work - the managers always kept this for 

themselves. But not now. He bought six films out of petty cash and by the time his results came back 

from the developer he was hooked. The clincher was the ease of using an automatic camera - no ‘f’ this 

or that and worrying about the film speed. You just pop the film in the back of the camera and take it 

out when it’s finished. 

 

He decided to join the company’s photographic club and started to enter the competitions. But this was 

where he found that his talents were limited. He had a reasonable eye for composition and colour and 

was recognised as the guy to set up the group photo that went in the club magazine each year. This 

involved his speciality in using the delayed timer on his Pentax so that he could get into the shot 

himself. There was always much jocularity on these occasions and Albert enjoyed the attention. But he 

always seemed to just miss the moment or the angle when the result would have been a winner. 

Religiously he entered every club competition for the next five years and achieved a commended third 

on two occasions.  

 

Instead of limiting his ambition he was fired up by the idea that he was pursuing too narrow a path to 

succeed and set out to broaden his horizons. He rapidly fired off a batch of entries to the Midland 

Group exhibitions and was not the least put off by their immediate return, complete with firm but 

constructive rejections. He decided that his face was not well enough known and that he would have to 

join the establishment. So, he volunteered to go along as rep. to Midlands meetings of the Federation to 

which the club was affiliated. Boredom rapidly set in as they all talked about agendas and arrangements 

for judging and exhibitions. No-one mentioned photography - ever! He passed it on to someone else 

after a year realising it was not the passport to success. 

 

“I wouldn’t mind but all I want is a really good picture that everyone will admire - and if it got 

published that would be the ultimate for me” he bewailed to his wife Sonia. But Sonia was more 

concerned about the expense of his hobby and how it ate into their nest egg for retirement. “You must 

have taken eight films last week and how much has that cost?” she responded. “It’ll pay for itself if I 

sell some,” he said, “one of the guys in the club won two hundred quid in a comp last week.” “Not you 

though” she responded. “You spend a fortune on that bloody camera and we don’t even get a good 

picture of the cat to frame.” (He always had problems focusing on dark fur and they were always a bit 

blurred). He sought solace in cleaning his lenses with the squirrel hair brush she had bought him at 

Christmas. 

 

Back at the club he sought advice and, instead of realising his limitations, ended up buying a new wide 

angle lens from the club know-all who assured him that his shots would never again be out of focus. 

With this Albert and his long suffering spouse set off on their annual pilgrimage to the North of 

Scotland. 

 

“Let’s go and see the seals off the headland.” she suggested after two days of comparative boredom, 

hedged in by the rain and the midges. “At least the midges won’t be there and you can go along and 

photograph the Gannets if it’s not too windy”. She hated to make these suggestions as it usually resulted 

in him using two rolls of film instead of one and the outcome would be thirty identical pictures of 

minute birds in the distance. “Need a longer lens,” he always complained, but it never stopped him 

shooting off another roll. 

 

They left the car at the official car park and walked the three miles along the narrow cliff top road 

glowering at the other tourists who ignored the prohibition and drove all the way out to the lighthouse 

and the headland. They took tea and scones at the small tea-room at the lighthouse and suitably 

refreshed set out to spot the seals which would surface off the headland. It was a strange phenomena. 

The seal watchers clustered in small groups, resplendent in yellow and orange waterproofs, out on the 

sloping pink rocks. And the seals gathered about fifty metres out in the swell and looked at the 

watchers. You could easily imagine the seals discussing their arrangements for the day and deciding to 

go to the headland for a morning’s people watching. 



 

After half an hour they tired of the seals and he decided to take the cliff path to the Gannet sanctuary. 

She decided it was too windy and did not have the right shoes on. (Do women ever have the right shoes 

on?) Albert set off accompanied only by his trusty Pentax. 

 

As he went along the rough cliff side path he took great care as the path often sloped at 45 degrees 

down to the edge and there was a stiff breeze blowing. He had always been aware that you had to be the 

early worm, or boldly go, to get the photograph that would turn out to be a winner. As he came to the 

outcrop alongside the colony he realised that he had left his longer lens on the back seat of the car - he 

only had the wide angle lens on the camera and that was no good for the Gannets, forty or fifty metres 

away across the water on a rocky outlier. Behind him the gulls wheeled and soared in the wind. 

 

“Must get a piccy” he muttered to himself, after investing a mile of clambering along the side of the 

cliffs on a very difficult path, he was not going back empty handed. He decided to use the cliff and the 

soaring gulls as a background and take a delayed shot with himself in the foreground. So long as he 

kept the shutter setting right his new wide angle lens would keep everything in focus. He could just see 

it on the wall in the club and everyone admiring it. “What setting did you use Albert?” “Is it on Maxfax 

200 or did you try the Fujifuzz 25?” they would say.  

 

He carefully selected his site where the cliff went down vertically from the outcrop in order to get the 

maximum impact but was careful not to take risks. He put the camera on the auto-timer setting and 

selected an almost level turf that allowed him to angle the camera upwards. Of course he couldn’t get 

behind the camera to check his composition as there was only the vertical drop to the sea behind it. 

Satisfied that all was well he selected a tump about five feet from the camera and sat on it. Then he 

looked behind and checked the sky and the wheeling seabirds. Everything was right. He leaned 

carefully across to the camera and pressed the shutter release. As expected nothing happened except the 

little red light began to flash slowly. It would do this for seven seconds then flash quickly for another 

three before operating the shutter to take the photo. 

 

Albert counted the seconds but suddenly realised that he had not put the cover onto the eyepiece to 

shield out the light. He reached out for the camera to stop it and at that moment the wind gusted. As he 

grasped it, he took off like a hang glider from a cliff face and as the wind took him over the cliff he 

dropped the camera. They fell together, separated by a metre or two, under the influence of gravity for 

no more than two seconds when the shutter was opened for a split second and then closed again.  

 

After his cremation the club members gathered to see Albert’s last photo. It was a masterpiece and a 

conundrum that no-one could figure, showing Albert flying in mid air and the Gannet colony all in 

perfect focus. It was the picture of a lifetime. 

 

Sonia sold the photo to a tabloid newspaper and retired to the West Country. She said she never had the 

right shoes for Scotland. 


